Native grass seed mixes not requiring soil amendments

These seed mixes contain at least 60% native species and are exempt from the soil amendment requirement for establishment permit applications. Custom seed mixes, single grass species, or other seed mixes containing at least 60% grass species native to Colorado are also eligible for the soil amendment exemption. Species must be native according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture PLANTS database, found at plants.usda.gov.

Applewood Seed Company
- Foothills Native Grass Mixture
- High Mountain Native Grass Mixture
- Shortgrass Seed Mixture
- Southern Plains Native Grass Mixture
- Southwest Native Grass Mixture
- Tallgrass Mixture
- Western Native Grass Mixture

Arkansas Valley Seed
- Douglas County Perm Mix
- Native Wonder Mix
- Foothills Mix
- Rocky Mountain Native Mix

Pawnee Buttes Seed Company
- PBSI Native Prairie Mix
- PBSI Native Lawn Mix
- PSBI Native Sandyland Mix
- PBSI Native Mountain Mix
- PBSI Dry Native Mountain Mix
- PBSI Low Grow Native Mix
- PBSI Foothills Native Mix
- PBSI Native Alkali Mix
- PBSI Dryland Aggressive Mix #1

Poudre Valley Seed
- Buffalograss
- Native Grass Mix

Sharp’s Brothers Seed Company
- Badger Dirt Mix
- Buffalograss (Bowie, Cody, Sharps Improved II, Sundancer)
- Sharp’s Medium Hardland Soil Mix
- Sharp’s Medium Sandy Soil Mix
- Sharp’s Premium Sandy Soil Mix
- Sharp’s Shortgrass Mix
- Sharp’s Tall Grass Hardland Soil
- Sharp’s Tall Grass Sandy Soil Mix
- Sharp’s Native Turf Mix
- Sharp’s Tall Medium Shoreline Mix

Southwest Seed
- Foothills Native Mix
- Native Eco Mix
- High Elevation Native Mix

QUESTIONS?

Contact ESTP@csu.org

Western Native Seed Company
- High Plains Foothills Grasses
- High Plains Foothills Economy Grasses
- Montane Grasses
- Montane Short Grasses
- Pinyon Juniper Grasses
- Shortgrass Prairie Grasses
Non-native grass seed mixes requiring soil amendments

These seed mixes contain less than 60% native species and are subject to the soil amendment requirement for Establishment Permit applications.

Arkansas Valley Seed
- Low Grow Mix
- Mountain Mix
- Dryland Pasture Mix
- Economy Irrigated Pasture Mix
- Premium Irrigated Pasture Mix
- Blue Valley Bluegrass Mix
- Low Maintenance Mix
- Premium Lawn Mix
- Natures Choice Lawn Mix
- Play Ground Mix
- Sports Turf Mix
- Wear Tolerant Mix
- Salty Pasture Mix

Jirdon Agri Seed
- Colorado Dryland Mixture
- Low Profile Mixture

Sharp’s Brothers Seed Company
- Sharp’s PM6 Premium Irrigated Mix
- Sharp’s PM7 Horse Candy Mix
- Sharp’s PM8 High Plains Pasture Mix
- Sharp’s Emerald Sport Athletic Turf
- Sharp’s Emerald III Tall Fescue Blend
- Sharp’s Supreme Lawn Mix
- Sharp’s Windbreak Blend
- Sharp’s Transition Turf Mix

Pawnee Buttes Seed Company
- PBSI Low Grow Mix
- PBSI Dryland Aggressive Mix #2
- All Turfgrass Mixes
- All Irrigated Pasture Mixes

Poudre Valley Seed
- Colorado High Altitude
- Colorado’s Own Grass Mix
- Forever Green Turf Mix
- Front Range Classic Turf Mix
- Front Range Premium Blues Blend
- Gold Star Ryegrass Blend
- Hercules Grass Blend
- Kentucky Bluegrass
- Low Grow, Low Maintenance
- Nice Lawn Turf Mix
- Quick Green Grass Mix
- Rescue Fescue Plus RTF
- Rocky’s Ballpark Blend
- Thermal Blue Texas Hybrid Bluegrass
- Water Less Turf Blend
- Dryland Pasture Mix
- Dryland Economy Pasture Mix
- Foothills Grass Mix
- Mountain Grass Mix

Southwest Seed
- Low Grow Low Maintenance Mix
- Alkali Seed Mix
- Mountain Meadow Mix
- Turfgrass mixes

Visit csu.org/waterwiserules to learn more.